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Abstract. In a previous paper we showed some basic connections 
between 'H, control of a nonlinear control system and 7-1, control 
of its linearization. A key argument was that the existence and 
parametrization, at least locally, of the stable invariant manifold 
of a certain Hamiltonian vector field is determined by the Hamil- 
tonian matrix corresponding to  the linearized problem. Using the 
same methodology we are able to  give a quick proof of the fact 
that a nonlinear optimal control problem is locally solvable if the 
associated LQ problem is solvable. This was proved before by 
Lukes under much stronger conditions. 
Consider a smooth nonlinear control system, affected by (un- 
known) disturbances d ,  which in local coordinates z = (21,. . . , 2,) 
for a state space manifold M is given as 
x = f ( x )  + g ( z ) u  + k(z )d ,  U E R",d E Rq,  
(1') 
Y = Y E RP, 
with g ( x )  and k(x) denoting an n x m, respectively n x q,  matrix 
with entries depending smoothly on z. We will assume throughout 
the existence of an equilibrium zo E M ,  i.e., f ( z 0 )  = 0, and 
without loss of generality we assume that h(z0) = 0. Also we 
consider the linearization of (1) around zo, denoted as 
where 
F = %(xo),G = g ( z o ) , I -  = k ( z o ) ,  H = (3) 
The main theorem obtained in [7], see [9] for further information, 
reads as follows 
Theorem 1 Assume that ( F ,  G)  is stabilizable, and that ( H ,  F )  is 
detectable. Let 7 > 0 .  Suppose there exists a symmetric solution 
P 2 0 of the Riccati equation 
(4) 





o ( F  - G P P  + -KKTP)  c C-. 
T2 
Then there exists a neighborhood W of 2 0 ,  and a nonlinear feed- 
back U = l(s) such that 
x = f (z) + g ( z ) l ( x )  is asymptotically stable on W (6) 
IIYIIL + 11412, < 7211d112, 4 0 )  = 2 0 ,  (7) 
for all disturbance functions d E L2 such that the state space tra- 
jectories starting from x(0)  = zo remain in W .  0 
It is well-known from the state space approach to 7-1,-control 
for linear systems ([4,5]) that the existence of a solution P 2 0 
to (4,5) is equivalent to  the existence of a linear feedback ii = Lz 
such that the linearized system (2) satisfies 
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F + GL is asymptotically stable, ( 8 )  
11Y112, + l4l2, < 721141L f@) = 0, (9) 
for all disturbance functions d E L2; i.e., the 'H, norm from 
disturbances d to  the vector of inputs ii and outputs can be 
made smaller than 7 by state feedback. (In fact one can take 
i = -@P%.) Thus Theorem 1 can be rephrased by saying that 
the "7fm-normn (or better, L2-induced norm) of the nonlinear 
system (1) can be made smaller than a given constant 7 if the 
7-t- norm of the linearized system (2) can be made smaller than 
7 by linear feedback. (However if the neighborhood W is strictly 
contained in M then we have to restrict to disturbances d for (1) 
which are sufficiently small.) For a preliminary analysis of the 
size of the neighborhood W we refer to  [8]. The key argument in 
the proof of Theorem 1 is the fact that the existence of a solution 
P to (4,s) is equivalent to the local existence (around xo) of a 
function V : M + R+ satisfying the Hamilton-Jacobi equation 
with boundary conditions 
Notice that, as in the linear case [4], the Hamilton-Jacobiequation 
(10) tends for 7 + 00 to the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation 
corresponding to  the optimal control problem 
We now wish to  elaborate more generally on the connections with 
nonlinear optimal control. In particular we will show how our 
methods provide a much quicker, and in our opinion more trans- 
parent, proof of a result by Lukes [SI (see also (21, [l]) relating 
the existence of a local solution of the general nonlinear optimal 
control problem to the existence of a solution of a particular LQ 
problem obtained by linearizing the nonlinear problem. Also we 
will be able to weaken the conditions imposed in [6] considerably. 
Consider the infinite horizon optimal control problem 
min, som L(x( t ) ,  u ( t ) )  dt 
x = f(z, U ) .  
Here, as before, z = (11,. . . , 2,) are local coordinates for a state 
space manifold M ,  U E R", and f and L are smooth functions 
of their arguments. We assume throughout the existence of an 
equilibrium ( 5 0 ,  uo) such that 
( a )  f ( z0 ,uo)  = 0 
( b )  L(zo,uo) = 0 (14) 
( c )  dL(zo,uo) = 0 
Then the linearized version of the nonlinear optimal control prob- 
lem (13) is given by the following LQ problem (see [SI) 
min, JF ( ~ P Q z  + ET N E  + +ET&) dt 
(15) 
i = AT+ BE, 
A =  a( z 10, U O ) ,  B = ~ ( z o ,  U O )  
Q ~ ( " 0 ,  a z L  U O ) ,  R = $$$(zo, U O ) ,  N = &(IO, IO) 
where (compare with (3)) 
(16) 
It is well-known from linear optimal control theory that the LQ 
problem (15) admits a solution if the following standard assump- 
tions are satisfied. 
Assumptions 
(3) ( A  - BR-'NT,  B R - ' B T )  is stabilizable 
( A  - BR-'NT,  Q - N R - ' N T )  is detectable 
Theorem 2 Suppose Assumptions 1,2,3 are satisfied (i .e. ,  the LQ 
problem (15) is solvable). Then there ezists a neighborhood W of 
xo such that the nonlinear optimal control problem is solvable for 
x E W .  The optimal control is given in feedback form b y  a smooth 
nonlinear feedback U = l ( x ) ,  which is such that i = Lz with 
a1 L = - (  ax 10) 
is the solution of the LQ problem (15). 
Proof Define the pseudo-Hamiltonian on T'M 
H(Z,P, U) = P T f  (2, U) + L ( x ,  U) (18) 
Then H satisfies because of (14) and Assumption 1 
( a )  H ( l o , O , ~ o )  = 0, (b)  dH(zo,O,uo) = 0, 
(4 g ( z o , o , U o )  > 0 
By (c) the equation 
has a unique solution U = u * ( z , p )  satisfying u'(x0,O) = uo for all 
( z , p )  near (x0 ,O) .  Furthermore by continuity 
for ( z , p )  near (to, 0). Hence for (x,p) near (do ,  0) 
H ( s , p , u )  > H ( z , p , u * ( x , p ) )  for all U near u * ( z , p )  (22) 
Consider now the Hamilton-Jacobi equation 
corresponding to  the optimal Hamiltonian H'(x ,p)  = 
$f ( z ,u*( z ,p ) )  + L ( x , u * ( z , p ) ) .  The Jacobian in (s0,O) of the 
Hamiltonian vector field XH. on T'M with Hamiltonian H' is 
given by the Hamiltonian matrix 
(24) 
A - BR-'NT BR-'BT 
By a standard result in the theory of Riccati equations Assump- 
tions 1,2,3 imply that this matrix has no eigenvalues on the imag- 
inary axis and that its generalized stable eigenspace is of the form 
span [ ] for some P > 0 (resulting in the solvability of the LQ- 
problem (15)). However by the same reasoning as in [7] this also 
implies that the vector field X H .  possesses an n-dimensional sta- 
ble invariant manifold through (10~0) which around IO is parame- 
trized by x, and that there exists a neighborhood W of zo on 
which the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (17) has a solution V with 
V(z0)  = 0 such that this stable invariant manifold consists of all 
points ( z , p  = g(z)), z around 50. It immediately follows from 
(23) that 
dt az ( x ) f  (I, U) = [ E ( 4 f  (z, U) + L ( x ,  U) 
-&)f (2, u*(z, g(z)) -L(z, u*(z ,  g(z))) ]  aV (25) 
-L(X,U) 
where the expression between brackets on the right-hand side is 
always nonnegative by (22). Integration yields (for s(0) E W) 
where the expression between brackets is the same as in (25). 
Since x ( w )  = zo it follows that the optimal control is given as 
av 
u * ( t )  = Z(z(t))  := u * ( z ( t ) ,  &(t)))  
wkle min, JF L ( x ( t ) , u ( t ) )  dt = V(z(0)) .  The rest of the proof 
uses the same arguments as the proof of Theorem 8 in [7]. 0 
R e m a r k  1 In [6] more or less the same statement was obtained 
under the much stronger assumption (instead of Assumptions 
Q N  1,2,3) that 1 N~ 1 > 0. 
R e m a r k  2 hf te r  subht t ing  this paper I found out that a state- 
ment similar to  Theorem 2 for the restricted class of nonlinear 
systems x = f (z + g z U with restricted cost criterion L(z ,  U) = 
fh*(z )h(z )+  fu h U has been obtained in the interesting paper [3]. 
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